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métissage
MASCULINE NOUN
le métissage de lo société; the cultural mix of society

With reference to the brasseries of Paris, the gentlemen clubs of English 
high society, and the design concepts of Scandinavian minimalism and Mid 
Century Italian masters, Mat Sanders presents a refreshingly retro vision of 
lighting products. Defined by his California Casual aesthetic, Mat reveals 
his cultivated taste of vintage products updated by an expert minimalist 
restraint. The result is the following collection created in collaboration with 
Studio M demonstrating a vision of lighting that attractively mixes modern 
playful forms with warm color tones and materials that suits traditional and 
modern environments.
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CHAPEAU
PENDANT

Dimensions
13.5”L  x 13.5”W x 15.25”H

Lamping
(1) 9W E26 LED 3000K
810lm, 90+ CRI

Available Finishes
White Leather w/Satin Brass (SBR)

Cheerful in design, the Chapeau nods its domed cap at the brasseries of Paris with updates inspired 
by Dutch modern trends. Contemporary Satin Brass metalwork contrasts with wrapped leather 
accents that terminate at a translucent glass dome and globe glass shade. The globe of opal Satin 
White glass softly diffuses LED lamps provided and accentuates the round forms of the outer 
Clear shade. The products are secured with knurled locking mechanisms that add industrial flair 
representative of Mat Sanders. Combining contrasting materials with pop appeal, the Chapeau 
collection offers large scale wall sconces that playfully curve out from the wall and practical pendants 
with matching accents. 

SM21303
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CHAPEAU
SCONCES

Cheerful in design, the Chapeau nods its domed cap at the brasseries of Paris with updates inspired 
by Dutch modern trends. Contemporary Satin Brass metalwork contrasts with wrapped leather 
accents that terminate at a translucent glass dome and globe glass shade. The globe of opal Satin 
White glass softly diffuses LED lamps provided and accentuates the round forms of the outer 
Clear shade. The products are secured with knurled locking mechanisms that add industrial flair 
representative of Mat Sanders. Combining contrasting materials with pop appeal, the Chapeau 
collection offers large scale wall sconces that playfully curve out from the wall and practical pendants 
with matching accents. 

SM21300 SM21301

     Dimensions
SM21300      8.5”W x 16.5”H x 12.5” Ext.
SM21301      8.5”W x 16.5”H x 11.5” Ext.

Lamping
(1) 9W Integrated LED 3000K  720lm, 90 CRI
(1) 4W Integrated LED 3000K  450lm, 90 CRI

Available Finishes
White Leather with
Satin Brass (SBR)
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Available Finishes
White Leather with
Satin Brass (SBR)
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CHIPS
HORIZONTAL
PENDANT

Thinly curved panels of perforated metal shades are illuminated by LED globes of Satin White glass 
at various positions along the span of the suspended chip-like sculptures. The expansiveness of 
the panels are voluminous, yet seemingly airy in their perforated translucence. Influenced by pop 
art and sculpture, the Chips are functional lighting products comically named to express some of 
the personality in Mat Sanders’ designs. The collection includes large scale pendants vertically or 
horizontally suspended, smaller scaled single pendants, and wall sconces. The shade panels are 
available in Natural Aged Brass and Matte White, but they can also be manufactured in RAL finishes 
chosen by Mat Sanders to match other Studio M Lighting items. Additional finishes by request 
include neutral Taupe or Grey hues and more dramatic hues of Dark Slate, mellow Sage Green, and 
softer Dusty Blush. Make it monochromatic or combine the finishes to create an illuminated art 
piece that matches your space.

SM32305

Dimensions
49.25”L x 32.5”W x 25.75”H

Lamping
(5) 4W G9 LED 3000K
2250lm, 90 CRI

Available Finishes
Natural Aged Brass (SWNAB) 
Matte White (SWMW)
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CHIPS
VERTICAL
PENDANT

Thinly curved panels of perforated metal shades are illuminated by LED globes of Satin White glass 
at various positions along the span of the suspended chip-like sculptures. The expansiveness of 
the panels are voluminous, yet seemingly airy in their perforated translucence. Influenced by pop 
art and sculpture, the Chips are functional lighting products comically named to express some of 
the personality in Mat Sanders’ designs. The collection includes large scale pendants vertically or 
horizontally suspended, smaller scaled single pendants, and wall sconces. The shade panels are 
available in Natural Aged Brass and Matte White, but they can also be manufactured in RAL finishes 
chosen by Mat Sanders to match other Studio M Lighting items. Additional finishes by request 
include neutral Taupe or Grey hues and more dramatic hues of Dark Slate, mellow Sage Green, and 
softer Dusty Blush. Make it monochromatic or combine the finishes to create an illuminated art 
piece that matches your space.

SM32303

Dimensions
34.5”W x 46”H

Lamping
(5) 4W G9 LED 3000K
2250lm, 90 CRI

Available Finishes
Natural Aged Brass (SWNAB) 
Matte White (SWMW)
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CHIPS
SINGLE 
PENDANT

Thinly curved panels of perforated metal shades are illuminated by LED globes of Satin White glass 
at various positions along the span of the suspended chip-like sculptures. The expansiveness of 
the panels are voluminous, yet seemingly airy in their perforated translucence. Influenced by pop 
art and sculpture, the Chips are functional lighting products comically named to express some of 
the personality in Mat Sanders’ designs. The collection includes large scale pendants vertically or 
horizontally suspended, smaller scaled single pendants, and wall sconces. The shade panels are 
available in Natural Aged Brass and Matte White, but they can also be manufactured in RAL finishes 
chosen by Mat Sanders to match other Studio M Lighting items. Additional finishes by request 
include neutral Taupe or Grey hues and more dramatic hues of Dark Slate, mellow Sage Green, and 
softer Dusty Blush. Make it monochromatic or combine the finishes to create an illuminated art 
piece that matches your space.

SM32361

Dimensions
8.25”L x 9”W x 22.5”H

Lamping
(1) 4W G9 LED 3000K
450lm, 90 CRI

Available Finishes
Natural Aged Brass (SWNAB) 
Matte White (SWMW)
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C H I P S
SCONCE / 
FLUSH

Thinly curved panels of perforated metal shades are illuminated by LED globes of Satin White glass 
at various positions along the span of the suspended chip-like sculptures. The expansiveness of 
the panels are voluminous, yet seemingly airy in their perforated translucence. Influenced by pop 
art and sculpture, the Chips are functional lighting products comically named to express some of 
the personality in Mat Sanders’ designs. The collection includes large scale pendants vertically or 
horizontally suspended, smaller scaled single pendants, and wall sconces. The shade panels are 
available in Natural Aged Brass and Matte White, but they can also be manufactured in RAL finishes 
chosen by Mat Sanders to match other Studio M Lighting items. Additional finishes by request 
include neutral Taupe or Grey hues and more dramatic hues of Dark Slate, mellow Sage Green, and 
softer Dusty Blush. Make it monochromatic or combine the finishes to create an illuminated art 
piece that matches your space.

SM32360

Dimensions
6.75”W x 11.25”H x 5.75” Ext.

Lamping
(5) 4W G9 LED 3000K  
450lm, 90+ CRI    

Available Finishes
Natural AgedBrass (SWNAB) 
Matte White (SWMW)
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DOMAIN
PENDANT

A truncated sphere open at its top and bottom encircles a globe of Opal White glass shades. 
The outer glass shade is suspended by a strapping structure in complimentary finishes. Select 
from a combination of finishes that include acid etched Satin White glass with Natural Aged 
Brass, crystal Clear glass with polished Black Nickel, or a striking Smoke striped Clear glass with 
matte Gunmetal. On the larger pendants the yoke uses leather stitched detail work adding 
a new discovery that coordinates with the collection. Complimentary smaller scale pendants 
and sconces round out this collection presenting applications for multiple applications. The 
attention to detail and fascinating combination of elements is influenced by the various 
cultural and period pieces within Mat Sanders’ design domain. Synonymous with his casual yet 
sophisticated aesthetic, the collection includes a variety of lighting types that coordinate with 
various locations, applications, and finishes.

SM31014

Dimensions
14”L x 14”W x 11.5”H

Lamping
(1) 9W E26 LED 3000K
810lm, 90+ CRI

Available Finishes
Frost/ Natural Aged Brass (FTNAB) 
Smoke Stripe/ Gun Metal (MSCLGM)
Clear /Chrome (CLPC) 
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SM31001

SM31002

SM31003
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DOMAIN
SCONCE 
& BATH 
VANITIES

A truncated sphere open at its top and bottom encircles a globe of Opal White glass shades. The outer 
glass shade is suspended by a strapping structure in complimentary finishes. Select from a combination 
of finishes that include acid etched Satin White glass with Natural Aged Brass, crystal Clear glass with 
polished Black Nickel, or a striking Smoke striped Clear glass with matte Gunmetal. On the larger pendants 
the yoke uses leather stitched detail work adding a new discovery that coordinates with the collection. 
Complimentary smaller scale pendants and sconces round out this collection presenting applications for 
multiple applications. The attention to detail and fascinating combination of elements is influenced by 
the various cultural and period pieces within Mat Sanders’ design domain. Synonymous with his casual 
yet sophisticated aesthetic, the collection includes a variety of lighting types that coordinate with various 
locations, applications, and finishes.  

Available Finishes
Frost Glass / Natural Aged Brass (FTNAB) 
Smoke Glass / GunMetal (MSCLGM)
Smoke Glass / Matte Black (MSKBK)
Clear Glass / Polished Chrome (CLPC) 

      Dimensions
SM31001       7”W x 7.5”H x 8” Ext.
SM31002       18”W x 7.5”H x 8” Ext.
SM31003       29.25”W x 7.5”H x 8” Ext.

Lamping
(1) 4W G9 LED 3000K , 450lm, 90+  CRI  
(2) 4W G9 LED 3000K , 900lm, 90+  CRI  
(3) 4W G9 LED 3000K , 1350lm, 90+  CRI  
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INCOGNITO
SURFACE
MOUNT

Ominous glows of LED illuminated glass spheres appear behind glass shades that are opaque 
when not lit. These deformed sphere shapes of glass are purposely oblong and available in 
either Mirror plated glass or etched Satin White. They are paired with metalwork in Gunmetal or 
Natural Aged Brass and include lighting that can be mounted as wall sconces or ceiling lights 
with additional pendant options that feature a filigree cap perforated with retro dot cut-outs.

SM31080 SM31084

    Dimensions
SM31080      7.75”L x 7.75”W x 6.5”H
SM31084      14”L x 14”W x 12”H

Lamping
(1) 4W G9 LED 3000K , 4500lm, 90+  CRI
(1) 9W E26 LED 3000K , 810lm, 90+  CRI

Available Finishes
Frost/ Heritage Brass (FTHR)
Mirror Smoke/ Gunmetal (MSKGM)
Clear/ Chrome (CLPC)
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INCOGNITO
PENDANT

Ominous glows of LED illuminated glass spheres appear behind glass shades that are opaque 
when not lit. These deformed sphere shapes of glass are purposely oblong and available in 
either Mirror plated glass or etched Satin White. They are paired with metalwork in Gunmetal or 
Natural Aged Brass and include lighting that can be mounted as wall sconces or ceiling lights 
with additional pendant options that feature a filigree cap perforated with retro dot cut-outs.

SM31086

Lamping
(1) 9W E26 LED 3000K  
810lm, 90+ CRI  

Available Finishes
Frost/ Heritage Brass (FTHR)
Mirror Smoke/ Gunmetal (MSKGM) 
Clear/ Chrome (CLPC)

Dimensions
 14”L x 14”W x 21.75”H
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C AVA L I E R
PENDANT

Expertly stitched leather shades are bound by brass finials in a folded shape that is radially 
asymmetric. These black leather shades obstruct LED lamping to create ambient indirect 
lighting and pair well with the Naturally Aged Brass frames that feature a smooth, chestnut 
leather wrap detail. The shades on the expansive two-light pendant are adjustable to provide 
function on its oversized width perfectly chic over a dining table, bar, or kitchen island. The wall 
sconce option is designed for both portable pin-up mounting or hardwired applications and 
single pendants are available in two sizes. The Cavalier lighting collection exercises Mat Sanders’ 
talent for understated elegance, where the lighting products stand out in their unassuming 
details. 

SM81806SM81801

Available Finish
Black/Dark Brown Leather with 
Natural Aged Brass (NAB)

      Dimensions
SM81801     11”L x 11”W x 4”H
SM81806    16”L x 16”W x 4”H

Lamping
(1) 9W E26 LED 3000K , 810lm, 90+  CRI
(1) 9W E26 LED 3000K , 810lm, 90+  CRI
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Available Finish
Black/Dark Brown Leather with 
Natural Aged Brass (NAB)

C AVA L I E R
2 LIGHT 
PENDANT

Expertly stitched leather shades are bound by brass finials in a folded shape that is radially 
asymmetric. These black leather shades obstruct LED lamping to create ambient indirect 
lighting and pair well with the Naturally Aged Brass frames that feature a smooth, chestnut 
leather wrap detail. The shades on the expansive two-light pendant are adjustable to provide 
function on its oversized width perfectly chic over a dining table, bar, or kitchen island. The wall 
sconce option is designed for both portable pin-up mounting or hardwired applications and 
single pendants are available in two sizes. The Cavalier lighting collection exercises Mat Sanders’ 
talent for understated elegance, where the lighting products stand out in their unassuming 
details.

SM81802

Dimensions
60”L x 9”W x 7”H

Lamping
(2) 9W E26 LED 3000K
1620lm, 90 CRI

Available Finish
Black/Dark Brown Leather with 
Natural Aged Brass (NAB)
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CAVALIER
SCONCE

Expertly stitched leather shades are bound by brass finials in a folded shape that is radially 
asymmetric. These black leather shades obstruct LED lamping to create ambient indirect lighting 
and pair well with the Naturally Aged Brass frames that feature a smooth, chestnut leather wrap 
detail. The shades on the expansive two-light pendant are adjustable to provide function on its 
oversized width perfectly chic over a dining table, bar, or kitchen island. The wall sconce option is 
designed for both portable pin-up mounting or hardwired applications and single pendants are 
available in two sizes. The Cavalier lighting collection exercises Mat Sanders’ talent for understated 
elegance, where the lighting products stand out in their unassuming details.

SM81800

Dimensions
6.75”W x 11.25”H x 5.5” Ext.

Lamping
(1) 4W G9 LED 3000K
450lm, 90+  CRI

Available Finish
Black/Dark Brown Leather with 
Natural Aged Brass (NAB)
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PRISMATIC
PENDANT

Somewhat recessed within a classic Mid-Century metal shade, a secondary thick glass shade 
pressed with prismatic patterns casts an iridescent light. The dedicated LED light source is 
concealed to reduce glare while providing ample lighting. Choose from large, thin-profiled cymbals 
of Brass with Dark Brown leather accents or Midnight Black metalwork with Black pebbled leather 
wraps stitched onto the frame. The Prismatic series of pendants, low profile surface mounts, and 
portable lamps incorporate advanced LED technology. A convenient touch dimmer on the base of 
the portable lamps features 3-step dimming allowing you to control the light settings for ambient 
or functional uses.

SM81862

Dimensions
20”L x 20”W x 22.25”H

Lamping
(1) 15W Integrated LED 3000K
2150lm, 90+ CRI

Available Finishes
Clear Ribbed/ Natural Aged Brass(CRNAB)
Clear Ribbed/ Black (CRBK)
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PRISMATIC
CEILING / 
FLUSH

Somewhat recessed within a classic Mid-Century metal shade, a secondary thick glass shade 
pressed with prismatic patterns casts an iridescent light. The dedicated LED light source is 
concealed to reduce glare while providing ample lighting. Choose from large, thin-profiled cymbals 
of Brass with Dark Brown leather accents or Midnight Black metalwork with Black pebbled leather 
wraps stitched onto the frame. The Prismatic series of pendants, low profile surface mounts, and 
portable lamps incorporate advanced LED technology. A convenient touch dimmer on the base of 
the portable lamps features 3-step dimming allowing you to control the light settings for ambient 
or functional uses.

SM81860

Dimensions
15.75”W x 15.75”W x 4.25” Ext.

Lamping
(1) 10W Integrated LED 3000K
1300lm, 90+ CRI

Available Finishes
Clear Ribbed/ Natural Aged Brass(CRNAB)
Clear Ribbed/ Black (CRBK)
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PRISMATIC
TABLE 
LAMP

Somewhat recessed within a classic Mid-Century metal shade, a secondary thick glass shade 
pressed with prismatic patterns casts an iridescent light. The dedicated LED light source is 
concealed to reduce glare while providing ample lighting. Choose from large, thin-profiled cymbals 
of Brass with Dark Brown leather accents or Midnight Black metalwork with Black pebbled leather 
wraps stitched onto the frame. The Prismatic series of pendants, low profile surface mounts, and 
portable lamps incorporate advanced LED technology. A convenient touch dimmer on the base of 
the portable lamps features 3-step dimming allowing you to control the light settings for ambient 
or functional uses.

SM81868

Dimensions
15.75”L x 15.75”W x 21”H

Lamping
(1) 10W Integrated LED 3000K  
1300lm, 90+ CRI  
3 Step Touch Dimming

Available Finishes
Clear Ribbed/ Natural Aged Brass(CRNAB)
Clear Ribbed/ Black (CRBK)
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GET       LIT
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studiomlighting.com
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